COMMUNICATIONS
PLANNING
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OBJECTIVES
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CONTEXT
THE CHALLENGE

THE OPPORTUNITY
.

Through its shared knowledge and action, the industry

Around the world, rates of physical activity
especially for children are going down, while

can drive awareness and solutions for the physical
inactivity epidemic. WFSGI member companies are

obesity and other non-communicable disease (NCD)
rates are rising. This has far-reaching consequences
for human health, as well as economic and social
progress.

already investing in programs to help address physical
inactivity, but there are unique ways that the industry, as
a collective body, can collaborate and work to advance
the issue.
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OUR CHARGE
Develop a collective communications effort to elevate the leadership of
the sporting goods industry in order to focus attention, engage essential
stakeholders and harness resources to move the global physical activity
agenda forward.
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ROADMAP
We are here

INSIGHTS
Understand the landscape,
study best practices and
discover the core truth
that differentiates the
WFSGI campaign; inspiring
an integrated plan for
storytelling and
engagement.

STRATEGY
Identify priority audiences and
then frame a strategy to
engage them. The strategy will
articulate what success looks
unique value proposition and
approach.

FRAMEWORK

ACTIVATION

Frame the campaign
approach, channel mix and
core content (narrative, key
messages, compelling stories,
visual assets) that
communicate the campaign
vision and mission and set the
plan for activation.

Drive multi-channel
communications program to
elevate the issue of physical
inactivity and inspire
stakeholders to adopt the
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FRAMEWORK
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AUDIENCES

ENGAGED
PUBLIC
Parents
Youth
Children
Informed Citizens
Next Gen Leaders

INFLUENCERS

EXPERTS

Coaches
Athletes
Celebrities
Sports Leagues
Media

Health Workers
Researchers
Academics
Health Organizations
WHO

POLICYMAKERS
Ministers of Health
Ministers of Education
Public Health Bodies
School Boards
Mayors
Governors
National Leaders

INDUSTRY
C-Suite Leaders
Employees
CSR Leaders
Value Chain Partners

DEVELOPMENT
SECTOR
UN Agencies
Development Agencies
INGOs
Nonprofits
Foundations
Youth Organizations
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STRATEGIC ACTIVATION GOALS
There are many
aspects and
potential solutions
to the issue of
physical inactivity.

Articulate a clear
goal that aligns with
PA experts and a
role for the industry
to play to achieve
that goal.

Member companies
have their own PA
priorities and
initiatives.

PA priorities and
interventions differ
across members,
geographies and
cultures.

The industry cannot
solve the issue alone
partnerships and
cross-sector
collaboration is
essential.

Demonstrate the
commitment, shared
priorities and
collective actions of
the industry overall.

Ensure the
framework is flexible
and adaptable to
contexts and to the
size and scope of
member company
contributions.

Define a role for
strategic partners
(IOC, WHO) to
amplify and extend
the campaign to
new audiences.

The credibility of the
commitment will be
reinforced by
tangible impact.

Prioritize reporting
on progress and
learnings, especially
at high visibility
milestone moments.
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THREE CAMPAIGN STYLES TO CONSIDER
INDUSTRY SOLIDARITY
CAMPAIGN

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP FOCUS

TARGETED STAKEHOLDER
ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

COMMITMENT & RESOURCES

BROAD AWARENESS &
ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

ENGAGEMENT FOCUS
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THREE CAMPAIGN STYLES TO CONSIDER
INDUSTRY SOLIDARITY
CAMPAIGN

TARGETED STAKEHOLDER
ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

https://youtu.be/g7QYuz0Aghc

https://youtu.be/2Wm4U7kzKD4

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP FOCUS

COMMITMENT & RESOURCES

BROAD AWARENESS &
ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6QIwZXIP72Q

ENGAGEMENT FOCUS
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CALIBRATING CAMPAIGN AMBITIONS
INDUSTRY SOLIDARITY CAMPAIGN
Leverage the whitepaper and member activities to
demonstrate collective action, largely communicated
through WFSGI channels.
Develop a common thought leadership and
messaging agenda and guidance for members to
leverage in their individual outreach to employees,
stakeholders and consumers.
Coordinate members to showcase their physical
activity work and shared messaging at specific
moments.

STAKEHOLDER ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

BROAD AWARENESS & ADVOCACY
CAMPAIGN

Develop a shared stakeholder engagement strategy,
such as to achieve a specific policy outcome.

Develop a branded campaign identity, with a clear call
to action for stakeholders and general public.

Create a communications and outreach plan in service
of that strategy.

Create signature campaign assets, such as videos, event
exhibits and a web hub.

Develop signature materials, convenings and
activations and coordinated communications
moments by member companies.

Activate as an integrated, multi-channel
communications programme on channels branded to
the campaign.

Can be branded as a campaign, or aligned under
WFSGI PAC.

Use campaign to focus attention physical inactivity and
inspire behavioural change and action to address it.

September meeting discussion suggested that our desired campaign will blend these two options
ENGAGEMENT FOCUS

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP FOCUS

COMMITMENT & RESOURCES
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FRAMEWORK
SOLIDARITY & ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN
INDUSTRY + STRATEGIC PARTNERS COLLABORATING TO END PHYSICAL INACTIVITY
SHARED GOAL

COMMITTMENT

IMPACT

Endorse the WHO PA Targets
Industry Position Paper

Member Company Commitment / Pledge
Member Company Initiatives

Best Practice Sharing
2020 Impact Report

TOOLKIT & COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE
COORDINATED ACTIVATION
45

ACTIVATION PRINCIPLES
CONSISTENT CONTENT
& STORYTELLING

SIGNATURE
ACTIVATIONS

+ Compelling content and tools that are adaptable
for WFSGI, member company and partner
deployment

+ Leverage high-profile milestones to
demonstrate industry solidarity and launch key
content and calls to action

+ Clear call to action that drives stakeholders to
learn more and get involved

+ Collaborate with partners to develop thought
leadership and/or joint communications

IMPACT
REPORTING

WFSGI
PAC
COMMUNICATIONS
EFFORT

INFLUENTIAL
VOICES

+ Report on industry initiatives, case studies and
impact results

+ Equip partners to speak about the industry
effort and promote content on their channels

+ Share lessons learned and cultivate a dialogue
about best practices

+ Deploy member company spokespeople at key
events and amplify campaign content on
member channels
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WHAT THIS LOOKS LIKE
CONSISTENT CONTENT
& STORYTELLING

SIGNATURE
ACTIVATIONS

IMPACT
REPORTING

INFLUENTIAL
VOICES
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ACTIVATION LEVELS
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THREE ACTIVATION LEVELS
CORE

ENHANCED

ROBUST

+ Communications Toolkit

Core PLUS

Enhanced PLUS

+ Landing Page on WFSGI.org

+ Hero Content

+ Campaign Brand Identity

+ Coordinated Editorial Calendar

+ Micro Site

+ Campaign Social Channels

+ Signature Activation

+ Influencer Program

A core communications program that provides
essential assets and guidance for a coordinated
communications effort that pulses at key
milestones by member companies on their
own channels, amplified by WFSGI and
partners.

An enhanced communications program that
elevates the industry commitment through
signature content, initiatives and activations at
key moments, in coordination with member
companies, WFSGI and partners..

A robust communications program that
leverages a branded campaign approach to
engage stakeholders using a multi-channel
approach, amplified across member company,
WFSGI and partner channels. elevates the
industry commitment through signature
content and activations at key moments.
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THREE ACTIVATION LEVELS - DETAIL
CORE

ENHANCED

SUPREME

+ Communications Toolkit

Core PLUS

Enhanced PLUS

+ Hero Content

+ Campaign Brand Identity

+

Position paper

+

Key messages

+

Presentation template

+

Suite of visual assets for social

+

Sample stories and media pitches

+

Case studies and partner testimonials

+ Landing Page on WFSGI.org
+

Core assets about the industry commitment

+

Leverage existing WFSGI and member company
channels for most communications

+ Coordinated Editorial Calendar
+

Activation plans for 2-3 key milestones per year

+

Coordinated media, social activities to be executed
by member companies, such as:
+

Social media schedule

+

Co-authored op-ed opportunities

+

Coordinated media pitching

+

Speeches and event participation

+

Signature multimedia asset about the campaign (i.e.
anthemic video or infographic)

+

Logo and strapline

+

Signature thought leadership initiative (i.e. best
practice white paper, original research, multi-author
LinkedIn series, etc.)

+

Visual identity

+

Branded templates

+ Micro Site
+

Core assets about the commitment, partners, news,
social updates, etc. (similar to this example:
https://accessaccelerated.org/)

+

Library of member company case studies and
projects

+ Signature Activation
+

High-profile activation involving member companies
and partners

+

This could include a strategic partnership or program
pilot, convening a stakeholder conference or
roundtable, coordinated member company
website/social takeovers, or traveling exhibit

+ Campaign Social Channels
+

Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn (others, as relevant)
braded to campaign

+

Community management to build following and
engagement

+ Influencer Program
+

Identification of key influencers and thought leaders
to champion the campaign

+

Signature activations or content partnerships that
leverages the influencers

+

This could include working with influential filmmaker
to create a an issue documentary
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BUDGET ESTIMATE
The following budget estimates indicate an annual level of support, fee and cost, for an agency partner to manage communications for the imitative, in close partnership with the PAC
chairs and WFSGI team. The estimates are indented to be directional and will be refined based on the ultimate approach the PAC decides upon.

CORE

ENHANCED

SUPREME

$100,000 - $250,000

$250,000 - $400,000

$400,000 +
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NEXT STEPS
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NEXT STEPS
Align on framework and activation level
Develop timeline and confirm key milestones
Build a detailed strategy and tactical activation plan
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70

